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	For today’s photographer, a clean, professional-looking website is a must. But for most, the thought of having a site that displays your work like a pro seems either too expensive or too hard to create. How can you develop an eye-catching website that looks professional, updates quickly, and even helps you make some money in the process when your passion is photography and not coding? It’s easier than you think.
	
	In Get Your Photography on the Web, RC Concepcion, curriculum developer for Kelby Media Group and one of the Photoshop Guys, takes you through an easy step-by-step process so you can build your own site from the ground up and have it look like you paid someone a lot of money to do it for you. Even if you know nothing about Web programming, this book will have you building a website in hours, not weeks.
	
	You’ll learn:

	
		How to secure your own domain names and hosting space
	
		How to install WordPress on your website in as little as seven clicks
	
		How to add pictures, galleries, and Flash portfolios without learning any code How to sell your images online without having to make a single print
	
		How to incorporate Lightroom and Flash galleries into an already existing website



	You’ll also find interviews and inspirational tips from people you will meet “Along the Way” to making your website. Plus, RC gives you free templates and Flash portfolio components to get you up and running without emptying your wallet.
	
	The techniques RC shares in Get Your Photography on the Web are the very same ones he uses for some of the biggest names in photography—it’s like designing your website with a trusted expert looking over your shoulder. Best of all, you’ll walk away with the satisfaction of knowing that you did it all yourself!
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Wireless Sensor Networks (Ian F. Akyildiz Series in Communications and Networking)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book presents an in-depth study on the recent advances in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). The authors describe the existing WSN applications and discuss the research efforts being undertaken in this field. Theoretical analysis and factors influencing protocol design are also highlighted. The authors explore state-of-the-art protocols...
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Computational Studies of Human Motion: Part 1, Tracking and Motion SynthesisNow Publishers, 2006
Computational Studies of Human Motion: Part 1, Tracking and Motion Synthesis reviews methods for kinematic tracking of the human body in video. The review confines itself to the earlier stages of motion, focusing on tracking and motion synthesis. There is an extensive discussion of open issues. The authors identify some puzzling phenomena...
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Graphic Design Cookbook: Mix & Match Recipes for Faster, Better LayoutsChronicle Books, 2001

	With 100,000 copies sold, Graphic Design Cookbook is one of the most useful all-purpose resources for designers and anyone who wants to create a dynamic layout for magazines, newsletters, books, posters, and other media. Now released with a fresh new cover, its more than a thousand line drawings illustrate effective design devices, type...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Includes over 75 incredible recipes for deploying, configuring, and customizing your CRM application


	Overview

	
		Step-by-step guide to deploy Dynamics CRM 2011 components, configuring claim-based authentication and IFD deployment
	
		Focus on Dynamics CRM 2011 server maintenance and optimization...
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Time Management: Proven Techniques for Making Every Minute CountAdams Media, 2008
An exact-phrase search for “time management” yields nearly 7 million results on Google and more than 9 million hits on Alta-Vista search engines. A search for “time management” in Amazon books returns more than 65,000 results. There are thousands of time management workshops and seminars.

Clearly, time and the...
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Autonomic Nervous System, Volume 117: Handbook of Clinical Neurology (Series editors: Aminoff, Boller, Swaab)Elsevier Limited, 2013

	Autonomic Nervous System provides an introduction to the latest science and detailed chapters on advances in the clinical diagnosis and treatment of autonomic system disorders.


	The autonomic nervous system controls all involuntary actions within the human nervous system. Core body functions regulated by the autonomic system...
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